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Quasiperiodic Motion in the Hamiltonian Systems of the Billiard Type
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It is shown that two-degree-of-freedom Hamiltonian systems of the billiard type are equivalen
adiabatically varying one-degree-of-freedom Hamiltonian systems for solutions staying near the bo
ary. Under some nondegeneracy conditions such systems possess a large set of quasiperiodic s
filling out two-dimensional invariant tori. The latter separate the extended phase space into layers
viding stability for all time. The result is illustrated on a few examples. [S0031-9007(98)07815-6
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Billiards have been frequently used to investigate th
relation between the classical and quantum mechani
This relation is clear for exactly solvable systems but
less understood if the classical system has both regu
and chaotic components in the phase space. A nonellip
convex billiard provides one of the simplest example
of such systems. Indeed, since in billiards the partic
interacts only with a one-dimensional boundary and is fre
in the interior, it makes analysis and numerical simulation
easier. On the other hand, a convex billiard is known
possess a large family of caustics (defined as the envelo
of light ray trajectories) accumulating at the boundary [1
The caustics represent invariant sets in the phase space
thus, are important for constructing the quasimodes a
estimating the corresponding eigenvalues for the quantu
billiard [2,3].

Such near integrable behavior in the vicinity of the
boundary of a convex billiard can be anticipated by no
ing that a trajectory nearly tangent to the boundary wi
experience many collisions with the boundary before th
curvature will significantly change. This raises a hope o
introducing different time scales and obtaining an adiaba
invariant.

An adiabatic invariant, which is given by the action
variable, is well known to exist in slowly varying smooth
Hamiltonian systemsHsq, p, ld, where l  et [4,5].
Moreover, it was shown by Arnold [6] that in a nonlinea
system with a slowly periodically varying smooth Hamil-
tonian the adiabatic invariant is conserved perpetually u
der some nondegeneracy conditions. The proof is bas
on the application of Kolmgorov-Arnold-Moser (KAM)
theory to a reduced Hamiltonian obtained from the orig
nal Hamiltonian Hsq, p, ld after a series of canonical
transformations are carried out. This result showed th
the majority of slowly periodically varying smooth Hamil-
tonian systems possess a large set of invariant tori car
ing quasiperiodic motion.

Contrary to the smooth case, the stability problem fo
the systems with impacts had to be resolved on a case
case basis, see [2,7–11], by first obtaining a “bouncin
map” and then bringing it to the near integrable form.

In this Letter, we use the adiabatic invariant approac
to establish a counterpart of Arnold’s result for two
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dimensional billiard systems (or equivalently for slowl
periodically varying one-dimensional impact oscillators
providing a unified approach to investigate the regulari
of motion in the systems of billiard type. To apply ou
approach, one simply needs to find the Hamiltonian of t
problem and check some nondegeneracy conditions rat
than to calculate the bouncing map and bring it to the ne
integrable form. Below, we illustrate this approach on
few systems of the billiard type.

Now, we show how the result is obtained by firs
outlining the reduction procedure for the smooth case (s
[6] or [12] for more details) and then indicating how thi
reduction can be adjusted for the nonsmooth case. Ne
we will show how this approach applies to various system
of the billiard type including classical billiard, billiard
in constant electric and magnetic fields, and Fermi-Ula
accelerator.

Reduction to the near integrable system in the smoo
case.—We consider an oscillatory one-degree-of-freedo
Hamiltonian systemHsq, p, ld depending periodically on
the parameterl which varies slowly with timel  et.

(i) First, the transformation to the action-angle variable
sI, fd is carried out, whereIsq, p, ld is an area enclosed
by the curveHsj, h, ld  Hsq, p, ld and fsq, p, ld is
the time it takes the solution with energyE  Hsq, p, ld
to travel from some fixed pointsj  q0, h  p0d to sj 
q, h  pd in the autonomous systemHsj, h, ld divided
by the periodT sE, ld. In the action-angle variables the
Hamiltonian takes the form

H  H0sI , ld 1 eH1sI, f, l, ed , (1)

whereH0sI , ld  Hsq, p, ld.
Even though the Hamiltonian is now explicitly a pertur

bation of an integrable Hamiltonian, it is still unsuitabl
for application of KAM theory due to the explicit time
dependence in the leading term. The next two steps
designed to make the leading part of the Hamiltonian tim
independent.

(ii) The integral curves of the Hamiltonian system (1
are invariantly associated with the differential formIdf 2

HsI , f, l, eddt  2
1
e hHdl 2 eIsH, l, f, eddfj, where

IsH, l, f, ed  I0sH, ld 1 eI1sH, l, f, ed is the inverse
function of (1). Therefore we can choosesH, ld as the
© 1998 The American Physical Society 4839
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new momentum and position,f as the new time, and
eIsH, l, fd as the new Hamiltonian. Now we can apply
the action-angle transformation generated by the leadi
term of the new HamiltonianeI0sH, ld which is “time
independent.”

(iii) In the new variables the phase spacesH, ld is a
cylinder becauseIsH, l, fd is periodic inl. Introducing
the action variablehsH, ld as the area under the curve
I0sH̃, l̃d  I0sH, ld and the angular variabletsH, ld as
the “time” it takes the solution in the systemI0sH̃, l̃d with
energyI0sH, ld to move froml̃  0 to l̃  l divided
by the period of this system (time it takes to move from
l̃  0 to l̃  1) we obtain the HamiltonianeJ, whereJ is
given by

Jsh, t, fd  J0shd 1 eJ1sh, t, fd . (2)

This Hamiltonian function is 1-periodic int and f,
real analytic in all three variables. Introducing a new
variabler  J 0

0shd and using the corresponding equation
of motion we obtain the transformed equations8<:

dt

df  er 1 e2R1st, r , fd ,
dr
df  e2R2st, r , fd ,

(3)

where R1st, r , fd  ≠hJ1ft, hsrd, fg and R2st, r , fd 
J 00

0 shd≠tJ1ft, hsrd, fg. Integrating these equations from
f  0 to f  1 we obtain the mapΩ

t1  t0 1 er0 1 e2Q1st0, r0, ed ,
r0  r1 1 e2Q2st0, r0, ed ,

(4)

which satisfies the conditions of Moser’s small twis
theorem [13,14]. Therefore, this map possesses invari
curvesr  rst, ed. Retracing back the transformations
we obtain invariant toriI  Isf, l, ed which aree —close
to the tori I  const andjIstd 2 Is0dj ! 0 as e ! 0
uniformly in t; see [6].

In billiard systems we will need to choosef  0 (the
boundary) as a Poincaré section in order to obtain a smo
map. But this has been already taken care of since in
f is the time variable and the map (4) is therefore smoo
This observation has been made for the first time in [15

We now apply the above approach to a particular cla
of Hamiltonians in the formHsjqj, p, l, ed, which already
contains many interesting examples.

Theorem.—Suppose that the Hamiltonian function
Hsr, p, l, ed is real analytic in all variables, 1-periodic in
l in the layerI [ sI1, I2d, and the following inequalities
hold:

vsI , ld 
≠H0

I
sI, ld fi 0 ,

dv̄

dI


≠2

≠I2

Z 1

0
H0sI, ld dl fi 0 ,

≠H
≠p

s0, p, l, 0d fi 0 .
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Then for sufficiently smalle the above layer possesse
a large set of invariant toriIsjfj, l, ed and the relative
measure of the subset free of the tori tends to zero withe.

The proof follows the three steps of the reductio
procedure described above. We start by applying t
action-angle transformation toHsjqj, p, l, 0d so that it
will becomeH0sI, ld:

(1) HsI , l, f, ed  H0sI , ld 1 eH1sI , l, jfj, ed and it
is real analytic insI, l, jfj, ed.

(2) IsH, l, f, ed  I0sH, ld 1 eI1sH, l, jfj, ed and it
is real analytic insH, l, jfj, ed.

(3) Jsh, t, f, ed  J0shd 1 eJ1sh, t, jfj, ed and it is
real analytic insh, t, jfj, ed.

Applying the transformationr  J 0
0shd to the equations

of motions we obtain the system (3), which after th
integration gives the map (4) satisfying the conditions
the Moser’s small twist theorem; see [14]. Below w
justify the above three steps of reduction for the nonsmoo
Hamiltonian.

The second and third steps are not affected by the pr
ence ofjfj in the Hamiltonians. Regarding the first step
note thatH0sI , ld is analytic as an inverse of a nondegen
erate analytic functionIsH, ld. The latter is analytic being
an area enclosed by analytic curves intersecting transv
sally [by conditionHps0, p, ld fi 0] and nondegenerate
becauseIHsH, ld fi 0. The latter inequality follows from
the boundedness of frequency which is implied by th
boundedness of=sq,pdHsjqj, p, ld.

The second part of the HamiltonianeH1sI, f, l, ed is
analytic outside of the singularity based on the properti
of the generating function defining the transformation
the action-angle variables.

By the symmetry of the Hamiltonian inq, we ob-
tain that qsI , 2f, ld  2qsI, f, ld ) jqsI , 2f, ldj 
qsI, jfj, ld and psI , 2f, ld  psI , f, ld ) psI , f, ld 
psI , jfj, ld. Therefore, the angular variablef occurs
only asjfj in the transformed Hamiltonian.

Bouncing ball in a periodically varying gravity field.—
This problem has been considered in [10]. It turns o
to be closely related to the convex billiard problem as w
will show later. Now, we show that the Hamiltonian sa
isfies the above conditions. Indeed, away from the “tabl
the dynamics is described by the HamiltonianH 

p2

2 1

ksldq, whereksld is the gravity field depending periodi-
cally on the parameterl andl  et is a slowly varying
parameter. Using the reflection principle from geometr
optics, we account for the collisions by lettingq assume
negative values and substitutingjqj instead ofq so that
H 

p2

2 1 ksld jqj; see Fig. 1. This Hamiltonian is an
analytic function insjqj, y, ld provided ksld is analytic.
To check the nondegeneracy conditions we calculate
actionI  4

p
2

RHyk
0

p
H 2 kq dq  s2

p
2y3kdH3y2 and

consider the inverse functionH0sI , ld  hf3ys2
p

2 d 3

kIgj2y3. It is easy to see that nondegeneracy conditio
vsI, ld fi 0, dv̄

dI fi 0, andHps0, p, ld fi 0 are satisfied if
and only ifksld . 0 andp fi 0. Therefore we can apply
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FIG. 1. The trajectory of the billiard ball in the configuration
space and in the reduced phase space.

our result to show that the ball has nearly conserved qua
tity for all time and the smallere the more accurately it is
conserved.

Lazutkin’s caustics in convex billiards.—The existence
of caustics in convex billiards with sufficiently smooth
boundary was shown by Lazutkin; see [1,2]. We use o
result to provide an easier proof of the existence of caustic
which is similar to the proof of the existence of KAM tori
in billiards with softened boundary; see [16].

Introducing the boundary coordinatessr , sd, wherer is
the distance from the boundary ands is the natural parame-
ter along the boundary curve, we obtain the Lagrangian
a free particle in the new coordinates

L 
Ùx2

2
1

Ùy2

2


Ùr2

2
1 f1 2 kssdrg2 Ùs2

2
,

wherekssd is the boundary curvature which we assume t
be real analytic. Carrying out the Legendre transformatio
we obtain the Hamiltonian

H 
p2

r

2
1

p2
s

2f1 2 kssdrg2 , (5)

which like the above Lagrangian describes the motio
away from the boundary. As above, we adjust the Ham
tonian so that it would describe full dynamics, including
the impacts with the boundary, by lettingr assume nega-
tive values and substitutingjrj instead ofr:

H 
p2

r

2
1

p2
s

2f1 2 kssd jrjg2 . (6)

The equivalence of these systems is easy to see fr
Fig. 1; see also [17], where such description is used.

Since the system is autonomous the energy does
change and therefore it is reasonable to carry out isoen
getic reduction. Using the invariance of the formprdr 1

psds 2 Hdt  prdr 1 s2Hddt 2 s2psdds we choose
K  2ps as the new Hamiltonian ands as the new time

K  2f1 2 kssd jrjg
q

2H 2 p2
r , (7)

where the sign of the square root is chosen to be positi
implying motion in the positive direction ofs. Taking
H  1y2, rescaling the systemK  21 1 e2F, pr 
ePR , s  eS, r  e2R and expanding the square root in
n-

ur
s,
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series we obtain

F 
P2

R

2
1 kseSd jRj 1 e2F1sjRj, PR , eS, ed , (8)

whereF1sjRj, PR , eSd is an analytic function.
The leading part of the Hamiltonian coincides wit

that of the bouncing ball and therefore our result can
applied, providedksld . 0.

Note that by taking a sequenceen  e022n and apply-
ing the theorem for eachn we can show that caustics accu
mulate at the boundary and their relative measure tends
1. Finally, we observe that by using Russman’sC4 version
of monotone twist theorem [14] we can allowkssd [ C5

as we loose just one derivative at the first action-ang
transformation.

Billiard in constant magnetic and electric fields.—The
billiards in magnetic field were first considered in [18] an
later studied in [7,8,19]. We use our result to provide
criterion of stability of the solutions near the boundary. I
the boundary coordinates the Lagrangian takes the form

L 
Ùr2

2
1 f1 2 kssdrg2 Ùs2

2
1 Msr , sdÙs 2 V sr , sd ,

(9)

where M and V are vector and scalar potentials of th
magnetic and electric fields withMs0, sd  0. (By using
gauge invariance, the vector potential is chosen so that
second componentN Ùr would vanish andM  0 at the
boundary.) Proceeding as before we obtain the reduc
Hamiltonian

K  2M 2 f1 2 kssd jrjg
q

2H 2 p2
r 2 2V , (10)

where the square root is taken with positive sign. Resc
ing the systemK  2

p
2H 2 2V0 1 e2F, pr  ePR ,

s  eS, r  e2R, expanding the square root, and rea
ranging the terms we obtain

F 
P2

R

2aseSd
1 bseSd jRj 1 e2F1sjRj, PR , eS, ed ,

(11)

where aseSd 
p

2H 2 2V0seSd and bseSd  k 3p
2H 2 2V0seSd 2 M1seSd 1 fV1seSdy

p
2H 2 2V0seSd g,

whereV0 andV1 are the first two terms of the expansio
of V sr , sd near the boundary andM1  Mrs0, sd.

To keep the expression under the square root posit
we requireH . maxV0ssd; thereforea . 0. Calculat-
ing the actionI  s2

p
2ay3bdH3y2 we obtainH0sI , ld 

1
2 hf3bsldy

p
asld gIj. Applying our result we obtain that

the charged particle is stable in such a system provid
bsld . 0 and the angle with the boundary is sufficientl
small.

Fermi-Ulam problem.—The problem of stability of a
ball bouncing elastically between two walls, one at re
the other one oscillating periodically, has been introduc
4841
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by Fermi in order to explain the origin of the high-ener
cosmic radiation [20]. It was further developed by Ula
[21] and others [9,11,22–24].

We slightly generalize the problem by assuming a
ditional analytic time-dependent potential field. The
fore, in our problem the particle travels between the t
walls, one atq  0, the other atq  gstd according to
q̈ 1 Vqsq, td  0. Now, we use the transformation sto
ping the wall which was used for the quantum Fermi-Ula
problem [22].

The transformation is given by time-dependent resca
q  gstdQ, and introducing the new timet 

Rt
0

ds
g2ssd , see

[24] for details, we obtain a system of a ball bounci
elastically between the two walls atQ  0 and Q  1
and moving according to

Q00 1 g3stdVqfgstdQ, tg 1 g̈stdg3stdQ  0 ,

where t  tstd. The new system is also periodic int
with period Tt 

RT
0

dt
g2std . We again slightly generalize

the problem by considering a particle bouncing elastica
between the two walls in an arbitrary analyticTt-periodic
potential WsQ, td. The Hamiltonian of the problem is
given by K 

P2

2 1 WsQ, td. This is equivalent to the
system of a particle moving on the circle in a potent
nonsmooth at two points. If we letQ be the angular
variableQ [ s21, 1d, then the Hamiltonian takes the form
K 

P2

2 1 WsjQj, td. Rescaling and introducing mor
appropriate variablespy  e21I, y  f, t  eT , K 
e22H we obtain

H 
I2

2
12 Wsjfj, ´T d .

This system is already in the action-angle variables
vI  1 fi 0 v  I fi 0 if I fi 0. Therefore, our resul
implies the energy of the particle will stay bounded f
all time.

In summary, the existence of quasiperiodic solutio
in the oscillatory slowly periodically varying with time
Hamiltonian systems with impacts has been established
der some nondegeneracy conditions. The result provid
unified approach towards investigation of stability of m
tion in the systems of the billiard type and has been ill
trated on a few examples.
4842
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